
   I will go before 
you and level the 

mountains, I will 
break in pieces the 

doors of bronze 
and cut through 
the bars of iron.

ISAIAH 45:2
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I will go b efore you

I will go before you and level the mountains, 
I will break in pieces the doors of bronze and 

cut through the bars of iron, I will give you the 
treasures of darkness and riches hidden in secret 

places, so that you may know that it is I, the Lord, 
the God of Israel, who call you by your name... 

I call you by your name, I surname you, though 
you do not know me. I am the Lord, and there is no 
other; besides me there is no god.  I arm you, though 
you do not know me,  so that they may know, from 

the rising of the sun and from the west, that there is no 
one besides me;  I am the Lord, and there is no other.  I 

form light and create darkness,  I make weal and create 
woe;  I the Lord do all these things. Shower, O heavens, 

from above,  and let the skies rain down righteousness; let 
the earth open, that salvation may spring up,  and let it cause 

righteousness to sprout up also;  I the Lord have created it.
ISAIAH 45:2-3; 4B-8 NRSV



message from 
THE CEO & 
BOARD CHAIR 
2019 marked the end of Prison Fellowship Cana-
da’s (PFC’s) most recently completed five-year 
strategic plan. The plan focused on strengthening 
our foundations and developing breadth by 
means of deliberate growth, through a regional 
strategy of the ministry under local leadership. 
These goals were determined through prayer and 
careful attention to the stories and experiences of 
those familiar with Prison Fellowship Canada. 

The climb was steep, and the 
challenge was difficult, but God 

was faithful the entire time.

We are deeply grateful for the sacrifice made by 
volunteers and staff as they took on extra work 
and sustained these efforts for a full five years to 
see this vision materialize in seven of the twelve 
regions across Canada. PFC will endeavour to 
continue adding leadership at the local level over 

the next five years while deepening and maturing 
the existing regions.

As we pause and reflect to consider all that God 
has done and taught us during this time, we are 
aware of how much we have to celebrate in the 
relationships that have guided, encouraged and 
nurtured this ministry. We celebrate together with 
PFC donors, prayer warriors, staff, volunteers 
and friends, the work of the Holy Spirit which 
has brought holiness, unity and redemption to 
the lives of many people. These people are now 
brothers and sisters in Jesus Christ because of 
your faithfulness.

As you review the following pages you will see 
outcomes from this past year as well as a longer 
range look at the cumulative impact this ministry 
is having. May the Lord continue to bless you 
abundantly.

STACEY CAMPBELL  
PRESIDENT & CEO

DAVID HUTCHINSON  
BOARD CHAIR
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I strengthen you

OUR VISION
To be a national community of 
reconciliation and restoration 
to offenders, ex-offenders, 
their families and victims using 
a faith-based approach to 
transformation based on the life 
and teachings of Jesus Christ.

OUR MISSION
To prepare and mobilize the 
Canadian Christian community 
in response to the issue of crime 
and the restoration of offenders.

OUR VALUES
PRAYER

RESPECT FOR ALL PERSONS

WORKING WITH INTEGRITY 
AND ACCOUNTABILITY

PURSUING UNITY THROUGH  
PARTNERSHIP 

CHURCH 
ENGAGEMENT

2019 represents another year 
to celebrate our growing 

number of church partnerships 
across Canada, and to thank 

church communities for 
walking alongside PFC 

in prison ministry.

“Church Underground partnered with PFC 
in our vision to reach the 

unreached, the lost, and the 
broken with the eternal love 
and message of Jesus Christ. 
Christian missions such as 
PFC are effective in the 
marketplace by utilizing the 
enormous experience, programming and training 
they have built over the years. We are glad that as 
a Church we don’t have to reinvent the wheel to 
reach the inmates and their families. 

PASTOR SAM JOHN, CHURCH UNDERGROUND

Church Underground is one example of how 
PFC and churches are partnering together. PFC 
has greatly enjoyed getting to know the Church 
Underground in Southern Ontario. With hearts 
for Christ, this church community approached us 
first to help with our Angel Tree 2018 campaign. 
As we worked together, Pastor Sam John asked 
if we would come and provide information to his 
congregation on other ways PFC is impacting 
prisoners and those affected by crime, through 
local churches. From there, the church committed 
to in-prison ministry at a local jail, and Pastor 
Sam and a congregation member have been 
trained in our Bridgecare program and are ready 
to be matched to a prisoner upon release to the 
community. Most recently, the church further 
impacted lives through Angel Tree 2019. It has 
been a true joy serving together!  

 492 church partners 
                   engaged with PFC across Canada
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ANGEL TREE 
CHRISTMAS 

Whether it is a 
shipped parcel, 
or a face-to-face 
delivery, sponsors 
are carrying a 
beautiful message 
of God’s love from 
incarcerated parents 
to their children. This 

message says “I remember you – you matter.” 
What an honour it is to be the messenger. 

This year saw tremendous growth of 
The Angel Tree Christmas program.

 584 additional children 
                   recieved gifts over last year

 285 additional prisoners 
                   participated over last year

What a blessing to be able to expand the 
program, knowing that in Canada 357,000 
children are affected by parental incarceration in 
any given year. 

The prisoners who participated wrote… 

“Thank you to Angel Tree for giving my 
children the happiness of receiving a 

present from their mommy. They were happy and 
so was I. Thank you. 

PARTICIPATING PRISONER

“My boys received gifts from Angel Tree. 
They’ve never sounded so happy and I 

was ecstatic. 

PARTICIPATING PRISONER

We have stories from PFC sponsors of Angel Tree 
across Canada… 

“The grandmother was surprised that 
the children’s mother even remembered 

the children’s ages as the grandmother has 
been taking care of them since they were very 
young. She said she was open to the presents 
being delivered with the mother’s gift tags and 
said ‘This is a first step, hopefully to something 
better.’ We will be praying for the family – that the 
Lord will open up doors for us to support them. I 
saw today first-hand the important role that your 
organization plays in these lives giving them hope 
and giving the parents in prison a chance to 
reconnect and make better choices for the sake 
of their families.  

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

PRISONERS WRITE THEIR OWN 
GIFT TAGS WHICH SPONSORS 

ATTACH TO THE GIFTS. 
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I call you by your name

“This is a very rewarding experience for 
me. Although I find the initial contact 

with the caregivers outside my comfort level, I 
have had some moving conversations. I hope and 
believe that your program makes a difference 
in the lives of the children and makes a difficult 
situation easier for them. I am humbled and 
grateful that you allow me to be a sponsor. I feel 
that, in a small way, I am doing God’s work.   

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

“Until we arrived at the door with a gift 
from Dad, this young 9 year-old lad did 

not recall hearing from him. Kids at school had 
been asking him where his Dad was. Our delivery 
was proof that Dad existed. It was like a revela-
tion to him and such an honest joyful reaction to 
his Dad telling him, ‘I’m here’. 

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

“This was a wonderful experience. The 
children were obviously excited. The mom 

was so thankful and asked that my wife and I pray 
for both her and her incarcerated husband. 

ANGEL TREE SPONSORD. 
ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

 3,640 children received gifts 
                   through Angel Tree Christmas in 2019

 1,575 incarcerated parents 
                   participated in Angel Tree Christmas in 2019

“I was very touched to see the personal 
messages written on the gift tags, which 

conveyed how much these prisoners love their 
kids. So it made the process of buying and 
wrapping the gifts even more enjoyable. 

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

“We met a grandmother who was taking 
care of two children ages 4½ and 3 

years old. Her son-in-law was incarcerated and 
her daughter – the mother of the children – had 
committed suicide 3 months earlier. The emotions 
were high and there were lots of tears. We were 
able to spend some time at their house and 
prayed with grandmother and children holding 
hands together.  

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

MANY HANDS MAKE 
LIGHT WORK 
With the additional children this year, sponsors 
really stepped up, taking on more kids, more 
remote applications and more latecomers. PFC 
volunteers and friends helped to fill in any gaps, 
calling caregivers, purchasing gifts, wrapping 
and packing to deliver to families. PFC is grateful 
for the many volunteers who interrupt their own 
lives and selflessly contribute to this powerful 
experience. 

Conestoga marketing students ran a booth on 
campus, an Aurora High School cared for multiple 

PFC VOLUNTEERS WRAPPING GIFTS FOR 
KIDS IN REMOTE LOCATIONS. 
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I call you by your name

kids per classroom – and there were many more 
stories like these ones! 

We serve a relational God who commands us 
to live in community so much so that He placed 
Himself among us. Angel Tree is a great example 
of Christ working within the community, enabling 
each of us to do our part. And where we perse-
vere with obedience, patience and hope, amazing 
things happen. 

We would like to acknowledge 
these national contributors who 
supplied additional toys, warehouse 
space and materials: 

 92 institutions participated 
                   in Angel Tree Christmas in 2019

 1,500 sponsors involved

THANKS TO 100 HUNTLEY STREET FOR INTERVIEWS WITH 
SHIRLEY BUCHANAN, NATIONAL PROGRAM DIRECTOR, 
AND ANGEL TREE AMBASSADORS, MICHAEL AND DEANNA, 
TO PROMOTE AWARENESS OF THIS PROGRAM. 

“This was a highlight of the Christmas 
season for our family. The children that 

we sponsored were very welcoming. The boys 
were so animated and personable. They currently 
live with their grandmother who was quite 
appreciative and inviting to us. 

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

For where two or three are gathered in my name, 
I am there among them. 
MATTHEW 18:20
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ANGEL TREE 
CAMPING
Angel Tree Camping provides funding and an 
opportunity for a child with an incarcerated parent 
to attend a regular week at a local Christian day 
or overnight camp. Without the support of our 
donors and camp partners, these children would 
otherwise not be able to attend. For children 
dealing with the stigma and pain of being sepa-
rated from a parent who is in prison or jail, this 
experience gives them an opportunity to step 
outside of their situation into a fun-filled environ-
ment. They are given the chance to participate 
in outdoor adventure activities that they may not 
normally experience back at home. Most impor-
tantly, each child is introduced to the life-giving 
hope of Jesus Christ. 

This summer, 216 children 
from 9 different provinces 
across Canada were given 
the opportunity to attend a 

week at a Christian summer 
camp through our Angel 
Tree Camping program. 

“My granddaughter had a wonderful time 
at camp! In fact, when I asked her what 

she wanted to do for the rest of the summer, she 
said ‘Study the Bible!’ 

PARENT 

have created itI, the Lord, 

 216 children attended camp 
                   from 9 different provinces across Canada
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“The counsellors were awesome and I 
enjoyed meeting new friends, jokes, 

laughing, singing around the campfire, learning 
Bible verses and going to BMX park. I learned to 
live closer to God and to build a bonfire! It is fun 
to go to camp and do different things with new 
people. We might not get much sleep because 
we talk and have fun.  

CAMP KID

Following the summer months, PFC received 
letters from the caregivers of the children who 
went to camp, and from many of the children 
directly telling us about their experience. 

“My favourite memories from camp were 
sleeping under the stars, laying in the 

hammock, meeting new friends, the good times 
I had. I learned about God, survival skills, and to 
tell parents where I go and when I’ll be back. I 
learned about love.  

CAMP KID

“Camp makes me feel like I’m free to be 
myself and get rid of my social awkward-

ness for a week.  

CAMP KID

“I think the verse ‘but as for you, you 
meant it for evil against me, but God 

meant it for good’, is really important because it 
reminds me that God is always working in my life, 
especially when I least expect it. I always thought 
God hated me or I did something wrong and 
that’s why my Dad is in prison. Now I know that 
whatever happened to my Dad was somebody’s 
bad decision and had nothing to do with God. Yet 
God made that into an opportunity for me to get 
sponsored by Angel Tree. Now I can happily say I 
don’t think I would have ever come to know God 
if it weren’t for Angel Tree, so thank you so much 
for these amazing experiences. 

CAMP KID 

“This was my first time ever going to a 
camp. I was very scared to go but it was 

the best time I ever had and I hope I can come 
back next year. I learned many things from camp 
and chapel. 

CAMP KID

“My daughter’s favourite memory at camp 
was ‘EVERYTHING’. She learned new 

songs at chapel and could talk about the Bible 
stories at night when she got ready for bed. 

PARENT

have created it 8
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THE JOURNEY 
SERIES

SHIRLEY BUCHANAN  
NATIONAL PROGRAM 

DIRECTOR

PFC volunteers serve as 
witnesses of the kingdom of 
God, sharing Jesus’s 
teachings, mentoring and 
discipling prisoners. This past 
year PFC worked with 
institutional chaplains, 
exploring ways to increase 

the time we are spending with these men and 
women. With The Prisoner’s Journey we have 
presented Jesus to many, looking at who Jesus 
is, why He came and the tremendous significance 
of this. 

 3,200+ prisoners enrolled 
                   in PFC in-prison programs in 2019

Through The Forgiveness Journey, we continue 
with these same men and women, exploring 
God’s desire for relationship through forgiveness 
and unconditional love. The Re-Entry Journey, 
demonstrates the centrality of Christ, the power 
of the Bible, and how the Bible serves as our 
guidebook to instruct us in all sorts of practical 

ways such as; communicating with others, 
preparing for a job, and conflict resolution. In 
2019, PFC volunteers acted intentionally, getting 
to know these prisoners, walking with them from 
one program to the next, and watching for those 
who needed support upon release with the same 
Journey programs and mentorship from our 
Bridgecare teams. 

But Jesus answered, “It is written, ‘One does not 
live by bread alone, but by every word that comes 
from the mouth of God.’ ” 
MATTHEW 4:4

“When a question was asked of the 
women prisoners, ‘Do you believe God 

can forgive you for your sins?’, one woman 
responded, ‘Not until I did The Prisoner’s 
Journey, but now I know it’s true.’ 

PFC VOLUNTEER, NEW BRUNSWICK 
WOMEN’S CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

“We have seen a couple of men confess 
Jesus as Lord and Saviour recently during 

The Prisoner’s Journey. One of the men just 
broke out crying in the middle of a session, so the 
Chaplain took him into the office and ministered 
to him.  

PFC VOLUNTEER, REGINA CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Page 9-11 THE JOURNEY SERIES 
PROGRAMS
• Shirley Headshot – pick up from p 
5 – 2018 Annual Report
• TPJ logo (p7 – 2018 Annual Report) 
or optional: Visual from poster – I 
can get the
artwork if you think this is better 
than the logo. A pdf is included in the 
resources
folder.
• Mary & Lori – TPJ Graduation
• TFJ visual from poster to be 
cropped out (same comment as 
above)
• TRJ visual from poster to be 
cropped out (same comment as 
above)

I will level the mountains9



“The Prisoner’s Journey offers a unique 
method of Bible study, and I see the 

spark that ignites as prisoners notice things in 
Scripture that were inaccessible before. Even 
when they cannot attend the whole program, 
they often ask for the materials so that they may 
continue learning after leaving due to release or 
transfer. That speaks to the value and level of joy 
they find in studying it. 

CHAPLAIN, LETHBRIDGE CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

“Some are excited about the program and 
being able to know more about Jesus. 

Some are just trying to understand who Jesus is 
and want to find out more. The beauty of it all is 
that although they are at different stages, we can 
be with them through the journey where change 
and transformation begins. 

PFC VOLUNTEER, HAMILTON-WENTWORTH  
DETENTION CENTRE

“The concept of grace - an undeserved gift 
from God - was pretty radical to some of 

the men and made an impact. Any time we had 
new guys join, regardless of the session we were 
in, they were engaged, and many wanted to start 
from the beginning at some point. 

PFC VOLUNTEER, MAPLEHURST CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

“The guys usually just sit and listen to the 
teaching, but The Prisoner’s Journey 

gives them an opportunity to share their testi-
mony and minister to each other. 

CHAPLAIN, BRANDON CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

All Scripture is inspired by God and is useful 
for teaching, for reproof,  for correction, and for 
training in righteousness. 
2 TIMOTHY 3:16

In 2019, PFC rolled out a new training program 
for volunteers across the country, to support the 
curriculum and facilitation of The Forgiveness 
Journey. Additionally, PFC published a special 
one-to-one mentoring version of the curric-
ulum for individuals who want to go deeper in 
understanding and accepting forgiveness. Many 
facilitators reported that although the program 
is ten sessions in length, they are spending two 
to three weeks per session due to the level of 
engagement in processing past hurts and the 
desire to move forward in a healthy way. 

“The impact of The Forgiveness Journey 
is spreading far beyond the range to the 

families of men through phone calls and to their 
communities. I love the content and its emphasis 
on Scripture. 

CHAPLAIN, MILNER RIDGE CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

I will level the mountains

Seek the Lord while He may be 
found, call upon Him while He 
is near; let the wicked forsake 
their way, and the unrighteous 
their thoughts; let them return to 
the Lord, that He may have 
mercy on them, and 
to our God, for He 
will abundantly 
pardon. 
ISAIAH 55:6-7
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“The woman we are working with 
one-to-one is growing spiritually. When 

she talks about her heart, she speaks with much 
clarity. We love to be with her and we are happy 
to see her face as a pure child of God.  

PFC VOLUNTEER, FRASER VALLEY 
INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN

“Several inmates told of a growing 
commitment to follow Jesus and connect 

with a church upon release. Others spoke of 
important lessons about forgiveness. 

PFC VOLUNTEER, TORONTO SOUTH DETENTION CENTRE

“Everyone makes mistakes and needs love. 
A few of the women shared how they had 

cried out to Jesus in their time of need and how 
the Holy Spirit responded. We discussed how we 
are called to be ambassadors, share the love of 
Christ and the Gospel, tell how He has helped us 
so that we can help others. A few of the women 
asked to be baptized. 

PFC VOLUNTEER, NEW BRUNSWICK 
WOMEN’S CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

THE RE-ENTRY JOURNEY
PFC’s The Re-Entry Journey provides an oppor-
tunity to learn life skills and apply these new 
skills to build life-giving habits, values and a life 
without crime. The program is biblically based 
and presented as a conversation and a platform 
for relationship-building. It is designed to improve 

perspective, change unhealthy mindsets and 
encourage a faith-driven approach to life. 

“This curriculum is easy to follow and  
understand so I can spend much of my 

preparation time meditating and praying; as the 
most meaningful exchanges come from the heart. 
As I represent Christ through PFC, I seek to 
provide the group with wisdom, encouragement, 
and a message uniquely fitted to their needs. 

PFC BRIDGECARE VOLUNTEER

“The prisoners challenge Scripture and 
demand relevant answers to any prob-

lems or concerns they may have…and the Bible 
always delivers!  

PFC BRIDGECARE VOLUNTEER

I will give you hidden treasures11
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IN-PRISON 
VOLUNTEERS
So we are ambassadors for Christ, since God is 
making His appeal through us; we entreat you on 
behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. 
2 CORINTHIANS 5:20

IN-PRISON PROGRAMS
PFC supports volunteers by providing orientation 
and training, programs and curriculum, PFC certi-
fication, access to prisoners, mentorship, prayer, 
and involvement in special events. Additionally, 
through a national lens, PFC is able to capture 
data to report and measure impact at a regional 
and national level. 

 190 in-prison volunteers 
                   facilitating in-prison programs in 2019

But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that it 
may be made clear that this extraordinary power 
belongs to God and does not come from us.   
2 CORINTHIANS 4:7

Our in-prison volunteers are the representation of 
Christ through group programming, one-to-one 

visits and letter-writing. We are extremely grateful 
for the many ways our volunteers partner with us.

“I recognize much of my own human 
frailties and vulnerabilities, my trigger 

points and utter inability to change anyone. Of the 
encouraging life changing moments that I have 
experienced as a volunteer in the jail, there is one 
that stands out and stays with me to this day. 
One of the women told of how after the previous 
session she couldn’t stop crying. She cried daily 
and often, not caring what anyone thought of her. 
God was taking her from utter despair to a life of 
real hope. The changes taking place in her were 
beyond denying. It was more than mere words. 
Her whole countenance changed from week to 
week. She was unrecognizable, surrendering her 
life to the only One who could encourage such 
true change. She was alight with deep joy. Light 
had come! 

PFC IN-PRISON VOLUNTEER

PFC IN-PRISON VOLUNTEERS

I will give you hidden treasures 12



“Since I’d last seen these prisoners, they 
had transferred and then returned. They 

began to speak quietly in our session, laying out 
their testimonies, describing their love for Christ 
and the peace they had. Indeed, since we had 
last been with them, they had continued to read 
their Bibles and were growing in faith by leaps 
and bounds. One person ended with these words: 
‘I feel like my time here in jail has meaning. I was 
on a path of destruction. No question. And now 
I no longer need to rush into the arms of people 
who are going to hurt me.’ And in the end, it was 
I who was minstered to on that day. Praise God! 

PFC IN-PRISON VOLUNTEER

“Over the years, Prison Fellowship Canada 
has shown that it is an 

organization with the prisoners 
at its heart. The program, The 
Prisoner’s Journey, has been 
impactful and well received 
by many of the inmates. A lot 
of our inmates live in the prison 
of their minds, held captive by their 
past, battered by their pain. However, PFC has 
been actively impressing upon inmates that they 
have a say in their lives and a choice in the path 
they take. PFC shows that the Great Commission 
extends beyond bars and locked steel doors. I am 
so grateful to Prison Fellowship Canada for all 
they do for our prisoners. They are indeed my 
partners and co-labourers in the Lord’s vineyard. 

FRANK LOO CHAPLAIN, HAMILTON-WENTWORTH 
DETENTION CENTRE

SPOTLIGHT ON 
CURRICULUM TRAINING
For it is God who said, ‘Let light shine out of 
darkness,’ who has shone in our hearts to give the 
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the 
face of Jesus Christ.  
2 CORINTHIANS 4:6

This year PFC strengthened curriculum training 
to allow a deeper dive into course content as 
well as facilitation training (for both Bridgecare 
mentorship and in-prison ministry). Training is 
provided in person or via video conferencing. PFC 
aims to make our training highly informative and 
interactive with relevant and engaging discussion 
and questions. Thank you to the many volunteers 
who set aside the time to immerse themselves in 
this complex ministry. 

PFC RECEIVED MENTAL HEALTH FIRST 
AID CERTIFICATION THIS FALL
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and integrity, they encourage hope, remind 
those who are incarcerated that they are not 
forgotten, and walk with them along their journey 
to freedom. 

Here is one interesting story among many. A 
prisoner originally entered the program with the 
goal of finding a relationship partner. PFC’s volun-
teer advised that this was not the intent of the 
program, but persevered in writing to the prisoner 
in spiritual friendship, pouring into his life for the 
next year. He didn’t respond. She prayerfully 
continued. A year later, she heard from him. He 
let her know that he was remorseful for his silence 
and wrong intentions. Indeed he had read every 
letter sent, and each one had spoken to whatever 
he was going through in that particular month, 
consistently and without fail. They now corre-
spond in the true spirit of PFC’s Pen Pal program.

The Journey Series 
training takes one day for 

each of three programs: The Prisoner’s 
Journey, The Forgiveness Journey, and The 
Re-Entry Journey. This includes in-prison knowl-
edge, skills, and awareness training.

The Sycamore Tree Project requires five days of 
training including Mental Health Training, Trau-
ma-Informed Care and in-depth course review. 

PFC’S PEN PAL PROGRAM

RAYMOND MOWLA 
NATIONAL OFFICE 

MANAGER/PEN PAL 
COORDINATOR

PFC’s Pen Pal letter-writing 
program connects the 
community on the outside 
with prisoners on the inside, 
providing ongoing contact 
with a Christ-following 
PFC-approved volunteer. The 
program is designed for 

complete anonymity with letters coming through 
PFC Head Office for distribution.

Our letter-writers provide spiritual friendship and 
mentorship through correspondence that speaks 
positively into the prisoner’s life. With faithfulness 

Therefore, my beloved, be 
steadfast, immovable, 

always excelling in the work 
of the Lord, because you 

know that in the Lord your 
labour is not in vain. 

1 CORINTHIANS 15:58

 2600+ letters exchanged in 2019 

 111 ongoing pen pal connections
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Repent therefore, and turn to God so that 
your sins may be wiped out, so that times of 
refreshing may come from the presence of the 
Lord, and that He may send the Messiah 
appointed for you, that is,  Jesus. 
ACTS 3:19-20

The Sycamore Tree Project (STP) is PFC’s newest 
program (2017) launching in institutions across 
the country. This year’s roll-out has given PFC 
the opportunity to facilitate men’s and women’s 
groups at both federal and provincial institutions, 
with all levels of crime. We have been supported 
by the institutional chaplaincy departments as 
well as wardens and correctional staff to run 
STP. With each group we are seeing changed 
behaviour in those who graduate. PFC is blessed 
by willing individuals who have come into the 
institutions to tell their stories of being harmed 
by crime, and the impact crime has had on them, 
their families and the community.

Through a facilitated circle discussion that 
includes storytelling, video testimonials and 
pointed questions, participants deeply analyse 

crime concepts and reflect in a soul-searching 
way. Offender participants are given the opportu-
nity to take responsibility for their crimes and to 
find freedom through active responsibility. In the 
program we discuss the principles of restorative 
justice which emphasize the participation of the 
offenders, their victims and the community in 
restoration. We acknowledge shame and guilt 
and their debilitating effects as we set a course 
to changed behaviour and healthy outcomes. We 
look at forgiveness – our desire to be forgiven 
and our need to forgive others – and we look at 
self-acceptance, making amends and forging a 
pathway to peace. 

THE SYCAMORE TREE PROJECT IS A GLOBAL PROGRAM. 
PFC, SUPPORTED BY PRISON FELLOWSHIP INTERNATIONAL 
AFFILIATES FROM AROUND THE WORLD, JOINED IN 
COLOMBIA EARLIER THIS YEAR TO SHARE BEST PRACTICES 
AND LEARNINGS FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT. 

The teachings of Restorative Justice are rooted 
in Scripture. When offender participants are able 

I will break down gates of bronz e15



to take responsibility for what they have done, 
they are then able to work through the steps of 
confession, repentance and making amends. The 
workload is difficult and pre-screened participants 
must agree to it at the outset. Each participant is 
given homework, and attendance at each of the 
sessions is mandatory. 

A ceremony of reflection and learning is held 
at the end of the course, and participants are 
encouraged to share their stories with invited 
members of the community. This includes correc-
tional staff, the participating victims, supporting 
agencies, PFC volunteers, and outside community 
guests. At this event, PFC seeks to celebrate the 
freedom that comes from doing the hard work of 
facing the truth and moving forward to a new life 
and light.

“This program helped me grow, and 
forgiveness is a big part of that. It helped 

me move forward with the healing process – that 
things are working properly, inside.  

STP GRADUATE

“This course helped me with personal 
reflection and it changed my perspective. 

It allowed the community to come in and see 
us as humans and not for what we have done. 
It created a feeling of safety that enabled better 
communication.  

STP GRADUATE

“I was a victim, and then at some point I 
made a wrong decision and I became an 

offender. This program taught me that.  

STP GRADUATE

“I was so filled with shame that I wasn’t 
able to open up and have a normal 

relationship with anyone. Sharing with the victim 
really freed me and now, thanks to the program, I 
feel I can be vulnerable and real in a relationship. 

STP GRADUATE

“Sycamore Tree helped me better under-
stand the victim and how many people I 

affected. It has changed the direction of my life. I 
know how to express myself better. I am learning 
to think things through before reacting. 

STP GRADUATE

I will break down gates of bronz e
A PARTICIPANT SHARES HIS 
STORY AT THE SYCAMORE TREE 
PROJECT CELEBRATION.

STP GRADUATE WITH DENNIS SISCO, ACTING DEPUTY 
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE SAINT JOHN REGIONAL 
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE; JONATHAN ENGLISH, REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR, PFC; SHELDON CURRIE, SUPERINTENDENT 
OF OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS & SECURITY DPS NB
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BRIDGECARE
Then Jesus said to the Jews who had believed in 
Him, ‘If you continue in my word, you are truly 
my disciples; and you will know the truth, and the 
truth will make you free.’ 
JOHN 8:31-32

OUR GOD IS 
ALL-POWERFUL

Reintegration is hard work for 
an ex-prisoner because change 
is hard, and having to do this 
with a ruined reputation is 

even more discouraging. 

Without intervention, 8 out 
of 10 men and 7 out of 10 

women will re-offend.

SOURCE: 2014 CSC OFFENDER POPULATION PROFILE

Our program volunteers see firsthand that 
re-entering the community can be daunting, 
heart-wrenching, and seemingly impossible. This 
is particularly emphasized when an individual 
struggles with mental health issues, addiction, 
broken relationships, and poverty. 

The PFC Bridgecare strategy is to walk alongside 
an individual, supporting his or her healthy transi-
tion from prisoner to thriving community member.

In-prison teams identify those who are earnestly 
seeking transformation, and our Bridgecare 
teams step in on the outside to help support 
this journey. With the help of local churches, 
often through small groups, former prisoners are 
matched by geography and overall fit. 

 10 key cities with Bridgecare 
                   and the program is growing across Canada

I summon you by name17



Once the local church and the individual are 
ready, the goal for PFC is to move the former 
prisoner from PFC-supported Bridgecare, to 
Church-run Aftercare. 

This year PFC has fully developed and is running 
a formal Bridgecare training program for church 
communities. 

SPOTLIGHT ON REGINA 
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE
PFC’s in-prison program The Prisoner’s Journey 
is provided to gang units at Regina Correctional 
Centre. This program is led by Al Ferrerra, PFC 
Chapter Director, with three other PFC volunteers 
throughout the year. 

The sessions are well-attended and the partici-
pants are keen. Because of this, these volunteers 
have now built a Bridgecare component to 
compliment the ministry inside, and have worked 
tirelessly throughout the year setting up all the 
essential components needed for successful 
community integration. 

This past Fall, the Bridgecare group, formalized 
under the name “Exodus” has been recruiting 
business and church partners in the greater 
Regina area to assist with practical support 
such as finding clothing and accommodation, 
job training and resumé writing. As part of the 
reintegration plan, former prisoners are asked to 
attend PFC programming throughout the week, 
whether it’s The Re-Entry Journey at Soul’s 
Harbour (a donated local space for programs) or 
The Forgiveness Journey at a Halfway Home. 

One of our PFC Bridgecare participants explains 
the journey:

“It is about bonding with God. It’s 
accepting Jesus into your life to make 

changes and that’s how you can live. 

BRIDGECARE PARTICIPANT

I summon you by name
 FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, DOUG CONN, RON KLEIN, BILL TARR 
AND AL FERRARA – SOME OF OUR REGINA PFC VOLUNTEERS. 
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BRINGING THE PRISONS 
TO THE PEOPLE 
PFC hosted a ONElife event at Grand Valley 
Institute in Kitchener, Ontario this year in 
order to underscore the reality and degree of 
difficulty experienced by released prisoners 
who either achieve stability upon release, or 
re-enter the correctional system. This is the 
reality of every released prisoner in Canada. PFC 
invites members of the community each year to 
participate in this experiential program. Guest 
participants are drawn from a variety of voca-
tions including business owners, professionals, 
students, civil servants, and those who manage 
home and kids. 

This year’s group played the ONElife simulation 
along with correctional management, officers, 
prisoners, and PFC volunteers. Each team was 
tasked with establishing stable housing, employ-
ment and healthy personal relationships as time 
pressures mounted and unexpected obstacles 
continuously thwarted their efforts. PFC debriefed 
the group following the game giving everyone 
an opportunity to contribute their own thoughts, 
experiences and insights on the issues created 
prior to prison and upon release. Ultimately, these 

issues are created in the 
community and must be 
solved in the community.  

Institutional staff also provided guests with a 
close up look at their careers, as well as what 
life in prison is like for a prisoner from intake, to 
daily living, to discharge. The event is a powerful 
experience and we are grateful for the openness 
and willingness of all participants to learn together 
and commit to better outcomes.

PFC’s Board Chair, David Hutchinson, offered 
closing comments at the event by speaking 
directly to the prisoners participating with words 
of encouragement: “Please know, if you don’t 
already, that from today forward, even though 
it may not seem like it, there is a community of 
people out there who empathize with you and 
your struggles and are there to help.”

“This was a powerful program. I am 
interested in ongoing discussion. If this is 

the truth of our system including the community, 
we can do so much better. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

“I had a completely different picture of 
prison before I came here, and I had a 

completely different understanding of prisoners. 
I’m thankful to have that bias challenged. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

“If we continue incarcerating and releasing 
in the manner that we do, there is no 

hope for our community. We want to stand with 
Prison Fellowship Canada and work together for a 
more stable community. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

I cut through bars of iron19
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REGIONAL 
DEVELOPMENTS
After this the Lord appointed seventy others and 
sent them on ahead of him in pairs to every town 
and place where he himself intended to go.  
LUKE 10:1

JONATHAN MILLER 
CHIEF OPERATING 

OFFICER

It is both an immense 
privilege and a unique 
challenge to carry out our 
mission of mobilizing and 
equipping the Canadian 
Christian community in every 
town and place that Jesus 
sends us. 

Recognizing the rich diversity of needs and chal-
lenges across the various parts of Canada, PFC 
committed to continue its efforts to open a small 
number of regional offices in 2019. This would 
more effectively steward our resources and better 
facilitate partnering with local churches, correc-
tional staff, and other community organizations. 

We identified the focus of our efforts to 25 key 
cities that serve the 53 cities and towns where 
our programs run. This has allowed us to take 
significant steps forward for our regional offices 
in creating important hubs of ministry for our 
Canadian ministry partners, and for strengthening 

our foundation for more intentional ministry 
across the regions. 

A new regional office in Montreal has been 
established which will serve as a regional base to 
expand our programming through local church 
partners throughout the province of Quebec. We 
especially want to thank our donors who partic-

ipated in a matching grant to bring this vision 
to reality. Already we have 9 church partners 
engaged in this important work!

We celebrate all that God is doing through our 
PFC volunteers, staff and various ministry part-
ners, and value your prayers and support as we 
seek to faithfully go to the places Jesus sends us. 

BC 

47
AB 

67 SK 

11 MB 

49
QC 

9

NL 

8
PE 

4

ON 

 241

local church partners 
by province
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SUNHEE JUNG, PFC VOLUNTEER AT FRASER 
VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN

BRITISH COLUMBIA

STUART TISDALE 
ANGEL TREE 

COORDINATOR

PFC local church partners 
serve prisoners in 18 of 21 
institutions in British Columbia 
primarily through the Angel 
Tree Christmas and Camping 
programs. Our Fraser Valley 
Institution PFC team is also 

currently involved at the Anderson Lodge running 
The Forgiveness Journey program. 

REGIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS
PARTNERSHIP WITH 
CELEBRATE RECOVERY
PFC was thrilled to partner with Celebrate 
Recovery (CR) Canada in 2019 in support of our 
Angel Tree Christmas program. Local PFC volun-
teers attended CR events in Red Deer, Alberta 
and Waterloo, Ontario to highlight the Angel Tree 
program. As a result, local CR chapters collec-
tively raised funds in support of local children 
participating in the Angel Tree campaign.

ALBERTA

TONY HILLING 
REGIONAL  

REPRESENTATIVE

In Alberta, PFC is actively 
involved in 11 of 17 institutions 
through its core programming, 
including in-prison volunteer 
teams at Edmonton Institution 
for Women, Edmonton Institu-
tion, Lethbridge Correctional, 

BRENDA HILLING 
ADMIN ASSISTANT

Calgary Remand and Calgary 
Correctional. 

PFC hosted a Banquet of Hope 
at Cochrane Alliance Church 
in April with special guests 
Annette Stanwick and Darrel 
Janz.

BANQUET OF HOPE AT COCHRANE ALLIANCE CHURCH
TREVOR HANEKAMP, PFC VOLUNTEER AT 
CELEBRATE RECOVERY EVENT IN ONTARIO

 168 PFC volunteers 

 159 prisoners served 

 210 Angel Tree children
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SASKATCHEWAN
The in-prison teams at Regina Correctional 
Centre have been very active this year, including 
regularly running The Prisoner’s Journey, and 
ramping up for more programming with more PFC 
training and additional volunteers. We have two 
full teams in this institution and it is the longest 
serving representation for PFC in Canada. The 
Angel Tree program continues to be a very strong 
point of engagement for PFC in Saskatchewan.
Altogether, PFC is active in 9 of 15 institutions. 
Join us in praying for discernment of God’s timing 
in opening a Regional Office in Saskatchewan. 

“Thank you for taking the time to care 
about us, and for feeding my faith. You’ve 

been an inspiration. 

PRISONER, EDMONTON INSTITUTION

ROY & ROSE TRACE, PFC CHAPTER DIRECTORS AT 
EDMONTON INSTITUTION, WITH JONATHAN MILLER

MANITOBA

ELIZABETH GREER 
REGIONAL  

REPRESENTATIVE

In Manitoba, PFC is active in 
12 of 13 institutions. Elizabeth 
Greer, PFC’s Regional Office 
leader and representative in 
Manitoba, launched new 
in-prison volunteer teams in 
2019 through local church 

partners at Stony Mountain Institution, Milner 
Ridge Correctional, Headingley Correctional, 
Women’s Correctional, and Agassiz Youth 
Centre. 

“It has been a joy for me to participate in 
this ministry. What a privilege to go and 

share Christ with the women. I am so grateful that 
He gave me the nudge!  

PFC VOLUNTEER, MANITOBA

There were significant increases in the number 
of children participating in both the Angel Tree 
Camping and Christmas programs. We would like 
to thank our financial partners for their contribu-

 17 PFC volunteers 

 337 prisoners served 

 479 Angel Tree children

 214 PFC volunteers 

 515 prisoners served 

 660 Angel Tree children

 179 PFC volunteers 

 384 prisoners served 

 300 Angel Tree children

BILL & OLIVE TARR, LONGSTANDING PFC 
VOLUNTEERS, WITH SHIRLEY BUCHANAN
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In 2019, PFC was thrilled to launch its first 
in-prison team at Beaver Creek Federal Insti-
tution, with church volunteers facilitating The 
Prisoner’s Journey program with a group of men 
in the prison. 

tion to Angel Tree, including the Portage & District 
Community Foundation. 

SOUTHERN ONTARIO
Through PFC’s growing network of more than 
200 local church partners, PFC is actively serving 
prisoners and their families from 18 institutions 
throughout the region including in Windsor, 
London, Kitchener, Hamilton, Milton, Etobicoke, 
Scarborough and Gravenhurst.

EASTERN ONTARIO

ROBERT LOGAN 
REGIONAL  

REPRESENTATIVE

Eastern Ontario has a unique 
concentration of 11 federal 
prisons and provincial jails in 
Ottawa, Brockville and the 
Kingston area. PFC is actively 
engaged with all 11 of these 
institutions in the region 

TARA HILMAN 
ADMIN ASSISTANT

through Angel Tree and Pen 
Pal programs, and through 
teams of PFC volunteers from 
local church partners minis-
tering in prison through The 
Journey Series and Sycamore 

 778 PFC volunteers 

 1,488 prisoners served 

 1,269 Angel Tree children

PFC VOLUNTEERS FROM TORONTO-SOUTH DETENTION CENTRE

PFC HOSTED A BANQUET OF HOPE IN MAY AT WHYTE RIDGE 
BAPTIST CHURCH IN WINNIPEG, WITH SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER 
HANK DIXON.

PFC NATIONAL OFFICE TEAM AT THE FUNDRAISING 
GALA IN MISSISSAUGA IN MAY

 195 PFC volunteers 

 327 prisoners served 

 191 Angel Tree children

PFC HOSTED A BANQUET OF HOPE IN IN KINGSTON
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Tree Project. Bridgecare ministry is also active in 
Brockville and Kingston.

With Angel Tree, PFC saw a 23% increase in the 
number of children served.

NEW BRUNSWICK

JONATHAN ENGLISH 
ATLANTIC REGIONAL 

DIRECTOR

PFC’s ministry in New Brun-
swick continues to grow and 
mature as our local church 
partners serve prisoners in 9 of 
the institutions throughout the 
province. In December, PFC 
celebrated the graduation of a 

SUE ELLEN ENGLISH 
ATLANTIC REGION 

DEVELOPMENT

group of prisoners from the 
Sycamore Tree Project at New 
Brunswick Women’s Correc-
tional Centre. This was the first 
time this program was offered 
to women within a provincial jail 
setting in Canada. 

LORI KNAPPE 
ADMIN ASSISTANT 
ATLANTIC REGION

PFC’s Bridgecare ministry to 
ex-prisoners is taking root in 
the cities of Fredericton, Saint 
John and Moncton through 
local church partners, with 
many examples of transforma-

tion and progress. PFC was also invited to 
present our Bridgecare program to parole staff in 
Saint John, and to continue to offer training and 
resources in collaboration with another local 
aftercare initiative.

OUR PFC TEAM WITH CORRECTIONAL MANAGEMENT 
OUTSIDE OF SAINT JOHN CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

 113 PFC volunteers 

 314 prisoners served 

 208 Angel Tree children

QUEBEC
The Angel Tree program has continued to be the 
primary point of engagement for PFC in Quebec 
with 8 institutions participating in the program. In 
2019, PFC relaunched its in-prison programming 
at the Federal Training Centre in Laval, using 
both French and English language versions of 
The Prisoner’s Journey program to minister to the 
prisoners.

 19 PFC volunteers 

 146 prisoners served 

 83 Angel Tree children
JONATHAN ENGLISH, ATLANTIC REGIONAL DIRECTOR, ANTICIPATES 
THE ARRIVAL OF GUESTS AT PFC’S BANQUET OF HOPE
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NOVA SCOTIA & PEI
PFC is active in 7 of 12 institutions in Nova Scotia 
through the Angel Tree program and through 
in-prison programs at Springhill Institution, Nova 
Institution, Northeast Nova Scotia Correctional, 
and Central Nova Scotia Correctional Centre. PFC 
was also invited to begin mobilizing and equip-
ping a team from local church partners to launch 
The Prisoner’s Journey program at Cape Breton 
Correctional Centre. 

“Some inmates came in with their strug-
gles and old habits and we were able to 

help them see a different perspective on things. 
It’s amazing to watch them as they learn who 
Jesus is. 

PFC VOLUNTEER

NEWFOUNDLAND

MARY 
BRECKENRIDGE 
OFFICE ADMIN

With a PFC office based out of 
the city of St. John’s, PFC has 
seen encouraging growth in 
2019 throughout Newfound-
land and Labrador. Teams of 
PFC volunteers from local 
church partners have been 

facilitating The Journey Series at West Coast 
Correctional Centre and Newfoundland & 
Labrador Correctional Centre. St. John’s is also a 
key city for PFC in the area of Bridgecare, with 
ex-prisoners being served there through local 
church partners. 

NORTHERN TERRITORIES
PFC is actively ministering to prisoners and their 
families in 3 of the 5 institutions in Yukon, North-
west Territories and Nunavut through the Angel 
Tree and Pen Pal programs. We are grateful for 
our many ministry partners who make it possible 
to extend our ministry reach to more remote parts 
of Canada.

“My heart is bubbling with joy that God 
put the kids of the north in my heart and I 

have the privilege to serve in this way. 

ANGEL TREE SPONSOR

 6 PFC volunteers 

 157 prisoners served 

 58 Angel Tree children

 12 PFC volunteers 

 19 prisoners served

 42 Angel Tree children

 108 PFC volunteers 

 162 prisoners served 

 140 Angel Tree children

I the Lord do all these things25



FINANCIALSMILESTONES
R E V E N U E S 2019 2018
Contributions $ 1,147,813 $ 925,758 

Investment Income 1,942 2,324 

$ 1,149,755 $ 928,082 

E X P E N S E S
Program Expenses $ 747,435 $ 512,590 

Ministry Development 10,900 9,744 

Total Ministry Programs $ 758,335                                    $ 522,334  

Administration and Overhead   179,279                                       224,694 

Fundraising 128,542 70,471 

Public Ministry 84,576 107,728 

$ 1,150,732 $ 925,227 

E X C E S S  O F  R E V E N U E S  
O V E R  E X P E N S E S  B E F O R E  T H E  F O L L O W I N G 

Original Excess of Revenues $ 1,138 –

Gain (loss) on Foreign Exchange (977) 2,855

$ 161 $ 2,855 

NET ASSETS – Beginning 257,128 254,273 
NET ASSETS – Ending $ 257,289 $ 257,128

BOARD DIRECTORS

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 
SEPTEMBER 30  |  ARROWS INDICATE INCREASE OR 
DECREASE WHEN COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR.

5 YEARS IN REVIEW  
COMPARISON BY THE NUMBERS

DAVID HUTCHINSON 
BOARD CHAIR

TOINE STOLZE 
BOARD DIRECTOR

SALLY PETERS 
BOARD DIRECTOR

DIANE RUNDLE 
BOARD DIRECTOR

START YEAR 1  
OF 5

YEAR 2  
OF 5

YEAR 3  
OF 5

YEAR 4  
OF 5

YEAR 5  
OF 5

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

 I N S T I T U T I O N S  S E R V E D 
15 81 92 106 111 119

B R I D G E C A R E  /  A F T E R C A R E
0 0 11 20 47 78

A N G E L  T R E E  K I D S
1,228 2,211 2,754 3,257 3,544 3,640

C O R E  P R O G R A M S
0 1 2 6 7 7

C H U R C H  P A R T N E R S
25 47 122 290 477 492

V O L U N T E E R S
82 393 1,152 1,862 2,035 2,077

S T A F F  F U L L / P A R T  T I M E
3 5 8 11 13 18

R E G I O N A L  O F F I C E S
HQ +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

A N N U A L  R E V E N U E  I N  T H O U S A N D S
577 555 830 858 928 1,150

 D E F I C I T  F U N D S 
0 0 0 0 0 0

D E B T  I N C U R R E D
0 0 0 0 0 0

I the Lord do all these things



5945 AIRPORT ROAD, SUITE 144 | MISSISSAUGA, ON L4V 1R9

TEL: 844.618.5867 | EMAIL: INFO@PRISONFELLOWSHIP.CA

God is all powerful. 
His power is absolute.  

He is a breaker of 
iron. He calls us by 

name. There is no one 
like Him. He equips 

us. He is creator 
over all. He is ruler 

over all. Amen.

FACEBOOK.COM/
PRISONFELLOWSHIPCANADA

D E S I G N  D O N A T E D  B Y 
E R N E S T  D A R R O W

P R I N T I N G  D O N A T E D  B Y   
T A Y L O R  P R I N T I N G  G R O U P  I N C . 
&  C O V E N A N T  A S S O C I A T E S  L T D .

D I S T R I B U T I O N  D O N A T E D  B Y 
J O L L Y  F A R M E R  T R A N S P O R T  I N C .

TWITTER.COM/ 
PF_CANADA


